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e o^terL--ear the complaint "everyone's a critic!" However, the music classroom is one place
esirable. The method of teaching called critical pedagogy suggests that teachers and
s-s Jla
w^e:e
s':-in:ss s'i1: ld operate like professional music critics in many ways.
Whem w,-intinga review, professional music critics often provide background information on a
?|tticujtc|ip|itce of music, a featured composer, and the circumstances surrounding a composition.
They may mention specific performers, recordings of the work, audience reactions, or the relevance of a performance to the conductor, the composer, or the musical life of the community
where the performance occurred. This background information places music, performers, and per_I= formances in a context that allows professional critics to make an informed judgment on how well
the music was performed.
Professional teachers need to present similar information to students, but ideas from critical pedagogy suggest that students can be seen as amateur music critics (or even amateur music teachers) who
also bring informed opinions that can be used and built upon to the classroom. When applied, this
method of teaching makes new information more palatable to students and allows the teacher to learn as well.
Paulo Freire developed critical pedagogy in Brazil in
the 1960s to teach illiterate adults (or, as Freire calls
"the oppressed") to read. Freire believed that
strea
goals of ithem,
teaching was a conversational exchange of information
between
the teacher and the student. He posed ques--:d
...o
........
music educations and problems to his students that caused them to
'tandpoin
_
9 z9
Fr-o'--_
o-.
take what they already knew and understood from
ttheir
world outside the classroom and connect it to
ing~r~-~
r~~r~l__--their literacy goals, namely reading and writing
Portuguese. In other words, Freire used the knowledge
students already possessed as a bridge to new learning.1
(For more information on critical pedagogy, please see The Five
Key Principles of Critical Pedagogy sidebar.)
Applying this pedagogy to American music education helps connect music teaching to the mainstream goals of improved literacy so important in schools today and moves music education in schools
from the fringe to a more prominent position in the curriculum. It also ensures that any musical knowledge gained, no matter how limited, is meaningful and retained longer in life.2
From the standpoint of music education, critical pedagogy seeks to
break down the barriers that exist between what students enjoy listening to outside the classroom and the music their teachers want them to
learn. This approach suggests that when teachers relate school music
to the music in students' personal lives, the students feel empowered
by their knowledge and are alerted to the plentiful opportunities for
meaningful musical experiences inside and outside the classroom.3
Understanding that children come to the classroom with some prior
musical knowledge gleaned from life experiences is an important part
of the critical teaching approach. This understanding leads to changes
in perception for both the students and the teacher.
Music teachers who teach critically view themselves in a partnership
with their students. They confirm Oscar Hammerstein's lyrics in the song
"Getting to Know You," which state, "if you become a teacher, by your pupils
you'll be taught."4 Teachers, along with their students, can therefore experience
outcomes that are personally transformational.
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Unlike the popular approaches of Orff or Kodaly, critical pedagogy does not advocate a particular body of repertoire or specific teaching procedure. It does not require an)y specialized
classrooml materials. It does, however, provide teachers and students with a flexible pedagogy.
For music education, this pedagogy questions, challenges, and empowers students to experience school music, and it challenges teachers to understand students' music as integral parts
of a collective reality. Critical pedagogy suggests that music has the power to liberate students
and teachers from their current, soimetimes negative, stereotypes about certain music and
musicians. It places music in a social, political, and cultural context that results in informed
opinions and something Frcire calls "conscientizatization"(i.e., students' and teachers' realization
that they "know what they know"). When this moment of revelation happens, one may claim
that music learning has occurred.'

Creating a Lesson Plan
iusic lessons that incorporate ideas from critical pedagogy engage musical imagination,
intelligence, creativity, and celebration through performance. Teachers who wish to provide
nmultiple acnd varied experiences for children in their music classes find this pedagogy attracti e .
WVhcn planning instruction, critical pedagogues, like
all excellent teachers, ask four questions: Who
ami I? Who are my students? What might
they become? What might we becoime
together? Clearly, there are no pat
answers. In the context of their own
different
situations,
teaching
teachers will answer them differently. They are mierely intended
J
';:.
to guide teachers from what
they are doing to what they

,
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k___.__In a classroom that uses critical pedagogy, students work together to answer
musical questions and celebrate their learning through performance.
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1. Educationis a conversationwhere students and their teachers
pose and solve problems together.
2. Education broadens the students' view of reality.The goal of
teaching and learningis to bringabout a change in the way that
both students and teachers perceive the world.
3. Educationis empowering.When students and teachers realize they
know something with a depth that goes beyond the recall of
This knowledge includesa
information,this is "conscientization."
new understandingand an abilityto act on this knowledge in such
a way as to effect a change.
4. Educationis transformative.Alesson has been learned when both
the teachers and students can acknowledgea change in their own
perceptions.It is this change or transformationthat teachers can
assess.
5. Educationis political.Thereare issues of power and control inside
the classroom,the school building,and the community.Thosein
power make decisions about what is taught,how often classes
meet, how much money is allocated to each school subject or
program,and so forth.Those who use the critical-pedagogymodel
are able to transcend these constraints by focusingon the valuable
knowledge students bringto the classroom.

and their students ought to be
doing. Figure 1 presents a learning
sequence model using these four
questions.
Unlike traditional lesson plans,
these lessons are not designed to
take a specific number of minutes or
a specific number of lesson periods.
Instead, the model flows like a symphony. It has an exposition, a development section with improvisation,
and a concluding recapitulation.

Students
amateur

teacher to know from instinct and
experience when it is appropriate to
go with the flow or when it is time
to move on. The important idea is
that the lesson model should provide significant musical experiences
for the students and teacher. The
motto is "depth rather than
breadth."
This approach advocates experiential learning and offers a variety
of activities that emphasize learning

be

can

music

seen

as

criticsi

Individual teachers can adapt the
model to fit their particular situations. Each section of the model can
take a different amount of time,
depending on the age and experience of the children as well as the
situation in which the instruction
occurs. Some lessons may take one
period, while others may evolve
into a unit over several music classes. The lesson model relies on the

by doing. Students explore, listen,
describe, analyze, and evaluate
throughout. As a result all nine of
the national content standards for
music education are addressed.6 (A
list of these standards is available in
the National Standards sidebar.)
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Exposition
Let's consider a teaching scenario
that uses ideas from critical pedaEDUCATORS

gogy. Suppose a teacher decided
that teaching about Mozart and
experiencing his opera The Magic
Flute were important. This teacher
might take the following steps,
using the model in figure 1.
Step 1. Because the teacher is
concerned with honoring the world
of the children and committed to
engaging the musical imagination,
he or she might ask the children to
suggest a favorite Madonna recording (music generally enjoyed outside of school) to begin the lesson.
The teacher might challenge the
students to construct a cognitive
map showing all of the musical
ingredients of the piece. These
might include lyrics, instrumentation, rhythm, production values,
video features, and so forth.
Step 2. The class might engage in
a dialogue to share their reactions,
feelings, and ideas relative to
Madonna and her music. The
teacher could ask the children to
explain what they would say to a
classroom of children from a nonWestern part of the world about
Madonna. They would discuss her
music making, her musicianship,
and her impact on contemporary
Western pop culture. They might
conclude by generating a list of
descriptors for Madonna that they
can use later in the lesson.

Development
Step 3. The children listen to the
"Queen of the Night" aria from The
Magic Flute. The teacher suggests
that children imagine Madonna as
the Queen and, in small cooperative
groups, create a skit in which the
composer (Mozart), the librettist
(Schikaneder), and the conductor
would interview and audition
Madonna for the part. The students
would have to generate appropriate
questions and tasks for the interview and audition. Note that in this
part of the lesson, children do not
need to know about Mozart or
Schikaneder (other than that they
are composer and librettist) for the
activity to be successful.
Step 4. After the students present
their skits, the teacher might present what he or she considers important to know about Mozart while
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ensuring that students are hearing
significant elements of the "Queen
of the Night" aria. Some examples
of significant elements include (1)
the extreme vocal range used to
express fury and anger, (2) how
Mozart's music makes the Queen
sound like an evil fairy-tale queen
rather than a normal angry woman,
and (3) Mozart's use of coloratura,
especially the staccato notes, to
express the Queen's screaming for
vengeance. The teacher can discuss
Mozart's music making, musicianship, influence, and how he was
viewed by Western culture during
his lifetime.
Step 5. Children will be able to
start drawing some natural parallels
between Madonna and Mozart. For
instance, both Mozart and Madonna
pushed the envelope and challenged
social conventions of their times.
Both were offensive to a particular
segment of society. Both continually
reinvented themselves. Both got
CRITICAL
PEDAGOGY
answers these objectives:
Who we are

WAYS TO
EMPOWER
MUSICIANS
Engagemusical
imagination

I. Singing,alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music
2. Performingon instruments,alone and with others, a varied repertoire
of music
3. Improvisingmelodies,variations,and accompaniments
4. Composing and arrangingmusic within specifiedguidelines
5. Readingand notating music
6. Listeningto, analyzing,and describingmusic
7. Evaluatingmusic and music performances
8. Understandingrelationshipsbetween music,the other arts, and disciplines outside the arts
9. Understandingmusic in relationto history and culture

into trouble (Madonna with her
lyrics, outrageous stage shows, and
offensive
Mozart by
photos;
secrets
of
the
divulging
society of
Freemasons in The Magic Flute).

Improvisation

Step 6. Students can be asked to
compose a new aria for the Queen
LESSON
STEPS
I. Honoringtheirworld:Teacherengagesthe
studentsin problemsolvingby creatingan
experiencethat presentsa needto know.

of the Night to sing, this time with
Madonna as the Queen. What
would it be like? If students do not
have the skills to notate their compositions, that's okay. Let them sing
the arias as they are able. They may
work individually, in small cooperative groups, or as a class, depending
on what the teacher and students

NATIONAL
STANDARDS

LESSON
FORM

music(National Exposition
Experiencing
6 and7)
Standards

2. Sharingthe experience:Studentsandtheir
teacherprocessthe experience.Theyshare
feelingsandreflect.
Who studentsmaybecome

Engagemusical
intelligence

3. Connectingstudents'worldto the classroom:
Teacherconnectsstudentexperienceto a musical
conceptusingcomparableconceptsfromthe other
arts,cultures,or studentexperiencesoutsideof
school.

Connectingmusic
8 and9)
(NationalStandards

Development

Creatingmusic
(NationalStandards3, 4, 5,
6, and7)

Improvisation

music
Performing
(NationalStandardsI and2)

Recapitulation

4. Dialoguing
together:Teacherpresentsthe
musicalcontent.Studentsgatherthe evidencethey
needto solve the problem.
5. Practicing
the content:Teacherprovides
studentswithan opportunityto practiceand
reinforcethe musicalcontent.A homework
assignmentor quizmightbe includedat this step.
Who we mightbecome
together

Engagemusical
creativity

6. Connectingschool musicto students'world:
Teacherinvitesstudentsto findalternative
solutionsandnew waysto use the information
presented.Studentshavethe opportunityfor
problemposingandto createsomethingnew.
7. Assessingtransformation:
Studentsandthe
teacherreflectandevaluatethe workcompleted.
An assessmentrubricmaybe appliedat this step.

Engagemusical
celebration
through
performance

WWW.m

WWW.

MN

C.

M E NC.

ORG

8. Acknowledging
Studentsand
transformation:
theirteachercelebratethe new learningthrough
presentation,exhibition,or demonstration.
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CRITICAL
PEDAGOGY
answers these objectives:

WAYS TO
EMPOWER
MUSICIANS

Who we are

Engagemusical
imagination

LESSON
STEPS

NATIONAL STANDARDS

music(National
I. Honoringtheirworld:Studentsselectfavorite Experiencing
Standards6 and7)
Madonnatune to playin class.Teacherfocuses
listeningby suggestingstudentsmapsignificant
partsin the musicas it plays.

LESSON
FORM
Exposition

2. Sharingthe experience:Studentsandteacher
musicmaking,
dialogueaboutMadonna's
andimpacton culture.Studentsare
musicianship
music
askedhow they mightpresentMadonna's
to a classroomin a non-Westerncountry.
Who studentsmaybecome

Engagemusical
intelligence

3. Connectingtheirworldto the classroom:
Afterlisteningto or viewingMozart's"Queenof
the Night"ariamanytimes,studentscreateskits
to auditionor interviewMadonnafor the partof
the Queen of the Night.

Connectingmusic
8 and9)
(NationalStandards

Development

Creatingmusic
(NationalStandards3, 4, 5, 6,
and7)

Improvisation

music
Performing
(NationalStandardsI and2)

Recapitulation

4. Dialoguing
together Studentsandteacher
discussMozart.Theydiscusshis life,his music,
musicmaking,andwhy Mozart'san important
icon in Westernmusicaltradition.
the concept Studentscreatea
5. Practicing
chartcomparingandanalyzing
Mozartand
Madonnaas musicians,performers,composers,
andinfluential
culturalicons.
Who we mightbecome
together

Engagemusical
creativity

6. Connectingschool musicto students'world:
in smallgroups,or as a class,
Individually,
studentsre-compose"Queenof the Night"aria
for Madonna.
Theychangemelody,texture,and
styleas they deemappropriate.
7. Assessingtransformation:
New arias
performed.Studentsandteacherreflectand
evaluateworkcompleted.An assessmentrubric
maybe appliedat this step.

Engagemusical
celebrationthrough
performance

MUM II

,

Students
8. Acknowledging
transformation:
presenttheirariasin performanceor attenda
performanceof TheMagicFlute.

0

feel is appropriate to their individual situation.
Step 7. The students can now perform their arias for each other. There
is peer critique as well as assessment
from the teacher. Teachers may apply
criteria from the National Standards
at this point. As students perform
and are critiqued by their peers, the
teacher might reflect on what accomplishments took place. What did the
teacher learn about the students?
How did the teacher's perception of
the students' reality change? How
might the teacher reframe the experience the next time? How did the students change the teacher's attitudes
toward Madonna? How did the
teacher change the students' attitude
toward Mozart? If appropriate,
teachers and students might share
these answers together.

Critical pedagogy has much to
offer the classroom music instructor. It acknowledges that children
come to the music room with the
ability to teach as well as learn.
Problem posing and dialoguing are
principal strategies in the critical
pedagogy model. Teachers engage
children in meaningful conversa-

66
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Recapitulation

Step 8. As a grand finale, students
may watch a taped performance of
The Magic Flute or attend a live performance of the opera. They might
perform their own arias for the
classroom teacher or another class,
or in an evening program for parents. Figure 2 shows this complete
lesson plan in a condensed table
format.

Final Thoughts

EDUCATORS

tions that encourage children to not
only solve problems, but to pose
them as well.
In the 1951 musical The King and
I, the British schoolteacher brought
to Siam by the King transforms the
lives of her pupils, but she must
also question her own values and
ideals. Music teachers can learn
from their students while opening
avenues that connect music education to their students' personal
interests and knowledge.
This approach breaks down the
between
educational
barriers
music
and
the recreschool-taught
ational music already present in students' lives. All forms of music
become more accessible and enjoyable for students because they
acquire a new perspective. An open
and shared educational process
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inspires and transforms the realities
of both students and their teachers.
By using ideas from critical pedagogy, teachers and students can
meet the goals set forth by the
National Standards for Music
Education; however, critical pedagogues and their students will also
establish their own benchmarks.
Achievement in a critical pedagogy
classroom is context bound, and the
goals may not be the same for all
children in every situation. Goals
must reflect not only the ideas and
ideals of the teacher, but also those
of the students, students' families,
their school, and their community.
Lesson plans grounded in critical
pedagogy include content that is
significant to the students and
mindful of their lives beyond the
classroom. Building a music program that values students as they
are while recognizing what they
may become will help secure
music's place in the school curriculum and ensure the development of
citizens who are musically mindful,
musically literate, and committed to
lifelong musical enjoyment.
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